The continued need for animals to advance brain research
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Policymakers aim to move toward animal-free alternatives for scientific research and have introduced very strict regulations for animal research. We argue that, for neuroscience research, until viable and translational alternatives become available and the value of these alternatives has been proven, the use of animals should not be compromised.

**Introduction**

With the implementation of the European directive to protect animals used in scientific procedures (#2010/63) around 10 years ago, the European Union (EU) set high ambitions regarding the protection of animals for research purposes. This directive focused on the development and implementation of the “3Rs” alternatives (replacement, reduction, refinement), transparency (public information about the use of animals), and their harmonization across Europe. Included in the directive is the long-term goal to “stop animal research, as soon as alternatives for specific animal research are available.” We fully agree with this and share the long-term goal of minimizing and eventually even stopping animal research. To achieve this ambitious goal, in our opinion, we must develop validated alternatives for animal research where possible. Unfortunately, presently, there are limited non-animal model systems for most brain functions and diseases that mirror the complex structure of the real brain. Therefore, we argue that, for neuroscience research, until viable and translational alternatives become available and the value of these alternatives has been proven, the use of animals should not be compromised. Instead, we must refine and optimize animal welfare and develop animal models with high translational validity (Figure 1A).

**The ethics of animal use**

We begin with an acknowledgment of the difficult issues raised by animal experimentation. As compassionate beings, we recognize that caging animals and then subjecting them to procedures that may be unpleasant or even sometimes painful goes against our natural instinct to treat other creatures with kindness. Worldwide, a majority of people eat meat. In addition, many animals are
used for economic purposes (wool, transport, etc.). This implies that a majority of people are ethically comfortable with the exploitation of animals for human benefit and suggests that the discomfort with animal experimentation may have less to do with exploitation per se and more with a mistrust of science and scientists. We suggest that given this acceptance of exploitation, animal experimentation should be considered a variation of this and thus acceptable subject to the same constraints that are accepted in food and clothing production: careful husbandry, good veterinary care, minimal-stress interventions, and humane euthanasia.

The importance of animal experiments in brain research

More than 35% of the EU population suffers from brain disorders affecting the lives of individuals as well as their families and loved ones (Raggi and Leonardi, 2020). Most pervasive brain disorders are highly complex, and their etiology often remains poorly understood. Common brain disorders include psychiatric disorders, neurodevelopmental disorders, neurodegenerative disorders, sensory disorders, other neurological diseases (e.g., epilepsy, brain tumors), and acquired brain injury. These disorders can be comorbid, making the combined suffering and burden for society immense.

Neuroscience is the key scientific discipline that seeks to understand basic brain function as well as cure these disorders. Experimental neuroscience started arguably ~50 years ago, and nowadays a considerable number of important therapeutic approaches can be traced back to findings from animal experiments. For instance, chip-based retina implants, which enable the blind to have a basic vision, or cochlear implants for the deaf are based on scientific experiments with chickens, rabbits, cats, pigs, and non-human primates. Deep brain stimulation combines neurosurgical and electrophysiological approaches that were developed primarily in non-human primate models (Wichmann et al., 2018). It is now used successfully in patients with Parkinson’s disease and associated movement disorders.

Despite these successes, we generally know little about brain diseases. This is painfully illustrated by the fact that many diseases of the brain are currently not classified by their cause but by specific symptom clusters. For instance, the current classification system places patients suffering from a chronic major depression with severe anhedonia and weight loss...
within the same classification as those showing shorter and lighter depressive episodes combined with sleep and weight gain problems. The reason is that we lack sufficient understanding of the core mechanisms underlying depression and, thereby, who will respond to what intervention. As a result, instead of tackling the underlying disease mechanism, we currently treat many of the symptoms based on serendipity, or according to “try-and-change” protocols.

The field of neuroscience also tries to obtain basic understanding of how the brain, consisting of billions of neurons (Azevedo et al., 2009), can mediate essential processes like sleep, eating, social and sexual behavior, movement, emotion, thinking, planning, imagination, and memory. The brain has bi-directional communication with the gut, heart, and lungs, receives information from sensory cells distributed all over the body, and has multiple interactions with the immune and endocrine systems. It is thus more complex and all-encompassing than any other organ in our body. Also, the brain is highly individual and, because its regenerative potential is limited, also irreplaceable. While the brain is so fundamental in health and disease, at the same time it is the organ we know the least about. Without properly understanding the healthy brain, it is impossible to understand diseases that affect the brain, let alone to develop appropriate therapeutics. Animal research is indispensable for this understanding as it generates fundamental knowledge about the function and structure of the healthy brain in order to develop new hypotheses for human and veterinary research, validate, or back-translate, human findings, and develop therapeutic approaches for brain diseases.

One example of how little we understand the brain is seen in memory research. It was generally believed that memories are stored by strengthening the connections between neurons, i.e., the brain cells that communicate via the synapse. Yet, new technologies allowing resolution at the cellular level have revealed that many more elements in the brain contribute to memory. Astrocytes (Perea et al., 2014), glial cells that support metabolic functions in the brain; oligodendrocytes, cells that create the myelin-sheath that isolates neuronal connections; and the extracellular matrix, proteins surrounding all these cells, have all been shown to be critical for specific aspects of memory. These new findings have considerable implications for our understanding of conditions such as dementia.

Figure 1. The public, regulators, and researchers share the goal of improving animal welfare (A) Research in live animals is central to gaining deeper insights into the functioning of the healthy and diseased brain. A high standard of animal welfare is central to arriving at reliable results, and researchers are therefore often introducing innovations in animal welfare. These improvements are to the benefit of the animals and are supported by regulators and the public. However, insufficient funding can slow down or prevent innovations in animal welfare, and we therefore advocate an alliance between the public and researchers to convince the funding agencies to add funding to existing programs that can be used specifically for animal welfare innovations.

(B) Shown are some alternatives to animal research and the virtues as well as limitations. These alternatives complement rather than replace animal research in neuroscience.
reflect a very small part of the whole picture.

**Alternatives to animal research in neuroscience are important**

In order to advance the understanding of the maturing brain, we are making substantial progress in developing brain organoids, which are cultured miniature brain parts derived from human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) that offer unprecedented new ways to study aspects of human brain development. These brain organoids can model human brain disease and help screen for drug effects at the molecular and cellular level. However, a brain organoid is by no means a complete brain and presents several limitations: (1) they model only part of the brain, lacking any instructive neurotrophic signals from other brain areas; (2) they miss relevant components, such as functional blood vessels and an immune system; and (3) they lack bi-directional interactions with other organs in the body. As such, organoids are promising for specific goals such as developmental research but not yet applicable for several other research goals. Indeed, a brain organoid is deprived of sensory input from the body and hence lacks the ability to interact with the outer world. This is crucial because the brain’s connectivity and function is shaped, in large part, in the context of sensory experience. Furthermore, understanding brain function is almost always tied to behavior and cognition. Organoids obviously cannot “behave.” Therefore, while organoids are extremely promising for specific goals at the cellular or molecular level in neuroscience research, the potential to use these model systems as an alternative to animal research is limited in neuroscience. In fact, organoids are a complementary approach that are most often combined with research on the whole animal, for instance, to validate in vitro findings in vivo. For all of these reasons, we argue that brain organoids complement animal research and can help to reduce animal use but cannot be used to completely replace animal research, particularly not behavioral neuroscience research.

Computer models are also discussed as an alternative. However, these are built by humans using the current available knowledge. Knowledge is by definition incremental and without limits, yet a computer model can never be created based on processes we do not know exist. Instead, computer models are the most effective in neuroscience research when built and used in close collaboration with animal research (Churchland and Sejnowski 2016). Computer models can be used to generate ideas and predict outcomes that then can be tested in a live neuronal system (Richards et al., 2019). Therefore, they can aid animal research and potentially lead to a reduction in the number of animals used but never fully replace animals in science.

Another alternative for animal research is to shift to research where humans themselves participate as research subjects. This is common practice in neuroscience, whereby the brain is studied via non-invasive techniques such as neuroimaging (magnetic resonance imaging [MRI]) and electroencephalography. However, while these techniques have significantly advanced the understanding of brain structure and function in health and disease, the readouts are often only indirect and lack the resolution to assess more molecular mechanistic aspects of brain structure and function. Due to evident practical and ethical constraints, experimental interventions in humans are limited and almost all research in humans remains observational.

Overall, in the field of neuroscience, several in vitro approaches, computer models, and human research are applied to help answer specific sub-questions and together with animal research complement each other, but many research questions that focus on unravelling the fundamental mechanisms will still require experimentation in intact live animals (Figure 1B).

**Various animal species are used in neuroscience**

The most commonly used animal species in neuroscience-related laboratory research are rodents, i.e., mice and rats. Other species used in neuroscience research include zebrafish, C. elegans, fruit flies, hamsters, guinea pigs, sheep, tree shrews, and non-human primates. Each animal species has specific traits that make them the most suitable model system for a specific basic or disease-related question. While we share the ethical worries associated with studying non-human primates, it has to be recognized that much of what we know today about neural activity in the cortex during complex behavior, visual processes, and higher cognitive functions has been discovered in non-human primate model studies (Goldberg, 2019). Specifically, the prefrontal cortex is more alike between non-human primates and humans than between rodents and humans (Passingham et al., 2015). Non-human primates thus provide the highest level of face validity, as their brains are organized in the most similar way to the human brain.

**Animal research in neuroscience is bound to strict regulations**

As in all animal research, neuroscientific animal research is bound by strict regulations in most countries around the world (Mitchell et al., 2021). While each country will have its own implementation of ethical review and regulation, many agree that vertebrate species should be protected. For example, many European countries require two types of ethical permission: an initial general project license covering a longer period (up to 5 years) and, subsequently, approval of the actual experiment by the local review bodies. In other countries, only one approval step is required. In each case, the animal experiments must be demonstrably scientifically sound and must have scientific or societal relevance. The 3Rs (replacement, reduction, and refinement) are key in this evaluation process: it is not permitted to conduct animal research when alternatives are available, and the research must use the most refined procedures and the least number of animals (without compromising scientific quality).

The ethical regulations in place across Europe and in many other countries are strict and work well to protect and improve animal welfare. In some countries, however, these regulations have become overburdened by bureaucracy (Genzel et al., 2020). For example, the process of receiving the first ethical approval should, on average, take approximately 6 months. However, in reality, the total process often takes much longer, e.g., in Germany, 80% of applications are not processed in time so that paperwork and approvals often take
longer than the duration of the proposed experiment. If one has to deviate from the ethical permit and work protocol, an amendment of the ethical permit is required, meaning that even making changes to use fewer animals or perform fewer measurements requires express permission. This bureaucracy increases impediments to discovery research.

**Basic research, understanding diseases, and seeking treatments**

When considering neuroscience research using animals, one can make a distinction between different types of scientific research. There is (1) basic research, which aims at understanding how fundamental processes work in healthy animals, including humans. Then, there is (2) basic preclinical research, which aims at understanding disease by characterizing the symptoms, delineating the affected molecular circuits or systems and investigating the underlying causes and mechanisms. Finally, there is (3) applied pre-clinical research, which is aimed at the identification of treatments and testing their efficacy.

It is important to distinguish among these types of research because each is essential yet comes with a different approach. When thinking of animal research, most people have applied pre-clinical research in mind. The study design that is typically thought of is the testing of compounds in alleviating diseases. As a result, legislation is geared toward this type of research. In this type of research, the hypotheses are clear, and it is possible to conduct power analyses to estimate the group sizes needed for the experiments. However, in basic and basic preclinical research, researchers are more frequently dealing with unknown processes that remain to be discovered. To allow for new discoveries to be made, which are necessary to advance basic knowledge, more flexibility and research-type-specific regulations are needed.

**Unexpected discoveries cannot be planned**

In science, one cannot plan what is not known. Many important scientific discoveries relied on serendipity. One example is the discovery of grid cells that led to the Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine in 2014. When the key investigators, May-Britt and Edvard Moser started their investigations, they knew about place cells from the work by John O’Keefe (place cells fire in accordance to where an animal is in space) in a specific part of the brain, the hippocampus. They aimed at understanding how the brain can create this signal and therefore decided to look into a brain area that feeds inputs into the hippocampus, the entorhinal cortex, without having a clear idea of what they would find. Their basic research led them to find grid cells: cells that fire at a regular distance in spatial environments and therefore allow the brain to create the place cell signal. The discovery of both place cells and grid cells was a breakthrough in science and was of the utmost importance for our understanding of how the brain enables spatial and temporal orientation and navigation, which is of high relevance for the understanding of the brain as well as brain disorders characterized by hippocampal neuropathology.

With the current trend to overinterpret regulations, this type of discovery (basic) research is getting harder to do. In several European countries, the rules that have been implemented leave very little room for experimental flexibility and require substantial detail at the initial ethical approval level. For the hard research questions, including fundamental unknowns, it is impossible to lay out a detailed 5-year experimental plan that will not be amended or changed. Basic research is based on finding something new and following up on this new finding, often within the ongoing experiment, with progress from one step to the next often within weeks or months. National ethics protocols should be more tailor made, taking into account the type of research (basic, basic preclinical, preclinical applied) at hand. In addition, a clearer and more expedient process for writing and reviewing protocols for particular types of experiments, especially those including yet unknown factors, is needed within the legislation for all countries.

**Conclusion**

To keep neuroscience research viable and continue making progress, we think that policymakers need to listen more carefully to animal researchers. Animal rights activists often imply that animal researchers do not care about animal welfare. This could not be more wrong: animal researchers care a great deal about their animals (Mitchell et al., 2021). Researchers aim to collect sound experimental data and do not want stressed animals unless they are specifically investigating stress, which is done under very controlled conditions. When improvements are made in animal welfare, they are often introduced by the researchers themselves, in the context of limited funding (Figure 1A). Therefore, we advocate that the public and the scientific community should come together as partners for an alliance for better animal welfare, which convinces governments and regulators to provide funding specifically for refinements in experimentation that benefit animal welfare.

We are concerned that extremely strict regulation can sometimes harm rather than benefit the animals. In some circumstances, the delays in obtaining permission to follow up on an unanticipated observation in experiments mean that the animals have grown too old and that the entire experiment must be replicated in new animals. Or we conduct suboptimal experiments because it is not possible to deviate from what has been approved. We are concerned that a new trend toward further regulation of animal research could greatly increase the administrative burden for researchers and will hinder progress in the field. Further, when the atmosphere in which neuroscientists have to work becomes unbearable, researchers feel their only option is to emigrate to other more welcoming countries.

In summary, there is currently no foreseeable end to the need for animal research in neuroscience. While we hope that one day in the future our knowledge will become so comprehensive as to no longer require animal research, we must face the fact that we are far from that scenario. Neuroscience is at an exciting stage, where fundamental progress is being made at an ever-increasing pace. Single-cell transcriptomics revealed that there are thousands, if not tens of thousands, of cell types in the brain. The neuroscience community has recently developed tools to causally interfere with small cell populations using optogenetic or pharmacogenetic approaches that will
allow us to finally go beyond just observing the brain and delineate detailed mechanisms. Some of these techniques even have potential as therapeutics. The development of new technologies in neuroscience that has just recently allowed us to have a streak of discoveries could be stopped in its tracks if we compromise animal research now.
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